DOWNLOAD THE CONTROL LIST FOR PRODUCT NO. : 1065

Product details: ST 100 27.5" Mountain Bike
Year of purchase: 2021
Product condition: Satisfactory
Seller description: This 27.5" mountain bike is designed for MTB touring beginners, for rides of up to 1½ hours in dry weather.

Inspection
points

What to inspect

Inspection process

Criticality

Requirement

Inspection
points
passed

Direction

Handlebar/stem
tightening

Lock the wheel and attempt to rotate the
handlebar with respect to the stem and the stem
with respect to the direction.

-

No rotation.

--- true

Saddle and
handlebars

Tightening of the
seatpost and
handlebar grip

Attempt to rotate the saddle on the rod and the
rod in the frame. For grips: Visual.

-

No rotation.

--- true

Braking

Evaluation of
brakes

Check brake levers, callipers, brake cables in and
out.

-

No rotation of the levers.
Visual.

--- true

Braking

Evaluation of
brakes

Show the pads / inserts or brake discs.

-

Visual, locked wheel braking.

--- true

Chain, plates,
handles, pedals

Tightening cranks + pedals. Visual - pull on the
chain.

-

Channel / trays in good
condition. No stretching of the
--- true
chain. No rotation of the cranks.

Derailleurs

Derailleur hanger

Visual, changing gears when the rear wheel is in
motion

-

Derailleur hanger aligned with
the cable, change speeds ok.

--- true

Derailleurs

Shifters

Change gear when the rear wheel is in motion

-

operational levers - change ok
speeds.

--- true

Frame

Evaluation of
frame, fork
operation

Visual, frame in good condition. Fork: press and
release the fork suddenly.

-

Tubes back naturally, without
snapping, sudden or not oil
spurting through the joints

--- true

Wheels

Tightening of
wheels

Check the quick hitch and the clamping nut. Axis
wheel hubs front and rear

-

nut tightening: the wheel does
not come out. Hubs rights.

--- true

Tires

Tire inflation

Pressurized air

-

Inflation> to the minimum
allowable pressure.

--- true

Transmission

This product obtained the Inspected Product label
Inspected on 28 September 2021 by Joseph

In receiving this document, you acknowledge that you are aware of and are responsible for any potential problems identified with the inspected product.
The product inspection service cannot fully guarantee the product’s safety if it used after the inspection.

